Accumulation and the militarisation of the built environment

Capital is always ready to shift into another circuit, seeking contracts to build the infrastructure of the

Exactly so. You got it. Efficiency of problem resolution, that was all that mattered. Rationalise production with a machine not a whip. Bring speed and order to labour. Discipline them on the production line, discipline them in leisure time. Housing, weapons, human bodies. It was just stuff, stuff and more stuff, and more stuff still. Bring the parts to the production line, cut it up and reconstruct into comparable sized bits, wrap it up nicely in a package, fix a price tag, sell it. Dick has productivity, target met; bonus, promo. A house, a bomb, a slave, seen as a factory; same difference. Son, same difference.
ground zero in the simultaneous commodification and militarisation of space
military-industrial complex, winning the contracts to build, destroy and then rebuild a country's built environment